
  

Reign Power Din Rail and Other Brand Comparison
 Other Brand Name Din Rail  Reign Power Din Rail  

Mounting 
 

Din rail hook to mount on the rail its design is not 
handy since the mounting is not easily to be seen 

so the design is only for professionals.  

Universal design on the hook for din rail. 
Din rail hook to mount on the rail, there is a hole to adjust before 

hook on the rail and its user friendly and for everyone. 
If user would like to mount on the wall instead of din rail the hook 

could be easily remove and replace with two MT01. 
(for more information please see MT01 wall mounting) 

Size Din rail series dimension is not in regular shape so 
the products are not consistent  

Din Rail series with same height and width so when product hook 
on the rail we could see the same height 

Multiple sub 
series in Din Rail 

models 

Other brand has only one type of model in din rail 
which is mini terminal with none redundant 

function power supply. 

A model of Reign Power Din Rail power supply has 4 sub series 
which are in Terminal, Mini terminal, None redundant and 

redundant types for customers usages This benefit distributors/ 
vendors to have multiple selling according to end user’s usages 

and this creates higher product value. 
Input & Output 

Positions 
OP and OP position is not regular. 

Some are both at upside and are both at downside.
Din Rail series, IP position is all on upside and OP position all on 

downside. It is easy to install. 
Other functions in 

Din Rail 
 

None Yes 
Customer could have alternation functions on Alarm signal and 

Redundant functions. Both functions are optional 
LED on the Panel 

 
None  Yes  

On the panel there are LED for “DC On” and easy for customer to 
tell if the power supply is working properly. 

Voltage Adjustable 
 

None  Yes 
Easy to adjustable voltage on the panel. 

Voltage lost could be easily covered by the V adj. On the panel. 
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